
Subject:    Traffic Police and Karachi Roads 
Date:     12th June 2005 
 
Dear Editor, 
 
Our Notorious Traffic Police have come up with a novel way of minting money. It may not be 
new or surprising to many of us because most probably we have gone through this mini ordeal or 
we have witnessed it. It’s the ‘left turn violation’ when the signal is still red.  
 
The trick is to strategically station yourself on the left side giving a little space so that you don’t 
get noticed by the vehicles turning left. But as soon as you turn, viola! The traffic sergeant 
appears or an assistant would wave you to halt. The officer is very polite and he asks for the 
driving license. He informs you about the fine for turning left on red, which is Rs.212. If you 
haven’t dealt with him the way everybody does, (negotiate with him for a smaller amount to save 
your self from the aggravation and hassle) he would even offer to pay the fine for you in return 
for the driving license which he has in his possession. Everyone seems to be running short of time 
and patience today so you end up short of some money which should really be going to the 
exchequer?  
 
But the irony of the irony is that right in front of the same sergeant there would be perhaps 
hundreds of vehicles jumping the main red signal. In reality this violation is far more dangerous 
and has proved fatal for Karachi Roads and this is the violation that needs checking on a priority 
basis. Signal jumping has become so common that it is almost a reflex for Karachiites now. This 
is making the lives of some of the people who still want to abide by the traffic laws really 
miserable. In my estimation the famous 80-20 ratio fits with us. Yes, its eighty percent who do 
not wish to respect traffic signals. Karachi Roads, which kills and maims dozens of people 
everyday, need real help. This help can come from a public debate, from urban psychologists, 
planners, intellectuals, city fathers ….. Small fine is meaningless. Even accidents do not teach us 
a lesson! Maybe we should make a visit to casualty department of a hospital compulsory for 
every citizen, once a month!.......what is happening to us? Is there some body to guide us?  
 
Until then do not turn left with a red signal….. 
But most of all, be very careful even when the signal is green! It’s the eighty percent you should 
worry about. 
 
Danish Azar Zuby 
 
 
  


